**POWER BARS – SOLAR CHARGERS**

### SUNSOCKET ENERGYBAR 250

The SunSocket™ EnergyBar™ 250 is the first & only high capacity portable battery pack powerful enough to be classified as a “generator”, and is extremely lightweight and safe for aircraft. It utilizes lithium iron phosphate battery technology, which is stable and non-hazardous (un-like other lithium-ions). It can provide up to 30 hours of power for many USB devices, and up to 5-6 hours of power for larger electronic equipment like thermal coolers or even laptops. 20AH Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) battery technology safe for private aircraft and even commercial airline travel. 4x 2.0A USB sockets. 12V DC lighter socket. Universal AC 100W inverter (Can adjust voltage). Weather-resistant neoprene carrying case included. Can be recharged via a wall outlet. Can be recharged via a 12V DC lighter socket in your aircraft or car. Can be recharged with portable solar panels and the SunSocket™ Solar Generator. Ultra slim and lightweight design for easy storage and portability. Can be Daisy Chained to increase power duration. Dimensions - 2”H x 16.5”L x 6.3”D. Total Weight - 8 lbs.

P/N 11-12101 ...............................$329.99

### SUNSOCKET™ SOLAR PANEL KIT FOR ENERGY BAR

The EP-55 Solar Panels are lightweight, weather resistant, 55-watt portable solar panels designed to offer a fast charge to the EnergyBar™ 250 battery pack. Weighing only 9 pounds, these portable solar panels will fully charge your EnergyBar™ 250 in 6 hours with good direct sunlight, offering you unlimited power from the sun. The EP-55 also has a built-in MPPT charger with SOLMAX™ technology, which maximizes the consistent charge to the EnergyBar™ 250 battery pack. This MPPT box also has a built in LED light to let you know if you are achieving good sunlight. 55W Mono-Crystalline PV Array. SOLMAX™ MPPT Charge Controller. 6 foot charging cable. Weather-resistant design.

P/N 11-12216 ...............................$249.00

### CASE FOR ENERGY BAR

Water proof, weather proof, durable hard case offers the ultimate protection for your EnergyBar 250 and adapters. The case also offers some room to store your phones and tablets. Weight: Standard: 8.17 Lbs

Dimensions: Standard: 20.5in x 15.75in x 5.7in

P/N 11-12217 ...............................$149.99

### 12V DC CHARGING ADAPTER FOR ENERGY BAR

The DC-154 is a customer DC charger that serves two functions for your EnergyBar™ battery pack. Function 1: The DC-154 allows you to charge your EnergyBar™ directly from the 12V cigarette lighter socket in your vehicle or aircraft in about 5 hours. Function 2: The DC-154 also allows you to daisy-chain more than one EnergyBar™ in series to get longer duration of power.

P/N 11-12218 ...............................$39.99

### SUNSOCKET DUO-FLEX SOLAR CHARGER

The DUO-Flex Solar Charger is the most innovative and versatile portable solar charger to hit the market. Extremely lightweight, durable, and powerful, the DUO-Flex offers effective solar power, and an 8000mAh removable battery pack to charge any USB device such as smart phones, tablets, small cameras, LED lights, or even small speakers. The flexible 13W mono-crystalline PV panels offer the most rugged and durable solar power, with three different configurations, which offer the ultimate versatility to the user.

Fold the DUO-Flex in half and strap to small backpacks. Unfold the DUO-Flex into a square configuration for larger backpacks. Lastly, you can unfold the DUO-Flex into a long configuration for vehicle dashboards or even strapping to poles.

Features:
- 13W flexible mono-crystalline PV array
- 8000mAh removable LiPo battery pack with dual USB Output
- Ring holes at every corner for easy attachment
- 4 Small Carabiners

P/N 11-12219 ...............................$159.99

### SUNSOCKET™ SUN-TRACKING SOLAR GENERATOR

The SunSocket™ Sun-Tracking Solar Generator is the first and only portable all-in-one solar generator that utilizes proprietary sun-tracking technology that automatically rotate 60-watt mono-crystalline panels to the face directly towards the sun all day long, increasing the efficiency of the generator by up to 30%. Built into this generator is a lightweight hazard-free lithium iron phosphate battery, which is completely safe for private aircrafts and even commercial flights. All of the necessary output sockets are built into this unit for you to charge any of your portable electronic devices simultaneously. Power anything from multiple phones & tablets, or even a laptop or lighting for your whole campsite. The solar panels offer you an instant recharge anywhere you are with sunlight.

Features:
- Automatic sun-tracking rotating panels achieve 30% more power throughout the day.
- 20AH Lithium Iron Phosphate (LiFePO4) battery technology safe for private aircrafts and even commercial air travel.
- 4x 1.1A USB sockets.
- 12V DC lighter socket.
- Universal AC 100W inverter (Can adjust voltage).
- All-in-one design. Solar panels, inverter, battery, are all built into the case.
- Can also be recharged from a wall outlet.

P/N 11-12099 ...............................$1,999.99

### DUAL USB PANEL MOUNT CHARGING JACK

The panel mount charging jack is used to provide power for operating and charging mobile devices. It can be used on experimental aircraft, cars, boats, motorcycles, recreational vehicles, or anywhere else that has 12-24 volt DC power available. It is made to simply plug into a hole for panel mounting. Two standard USB outlets are provided. It is compatible with any device that uses a standard USB cable for power such as cell phones, tablets, portable music players, etc.

P/N 11-12631 ...............................$29.95
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